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Page not found.


The page you were trying to reach at this address doesn't seem to exist. This is usually the result of a bad or outdated link. We apologize for any inconvenience.


What can I do now?


If this is your first time visiting TechTarget, welcome! Sorry for the circumstances under which we're meeting. Here's where you can go from here:


 Search  


	Check out the latest news.
	Our home page contains the latest information on Java Development.
	Our about page contains more information about the site you are on, TheServerSide.com.
	If you need to, please contact us, we would love to hear from you.
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App Architecture

	

Using bounded context for effective domain-driven design
Domain-driven design helps organizations develop software focused on key business needs. But to do so, architects need to ...


	

Object-oriented vs. functional programming explained
While plenty of developers entertain the idea of adopting a functional programming model, it's important to first know exactly ...


	

The 5 SOLID principles of object-oriented design explained
In this primer on SOLID, we'll examine the five principles this development ideology embodies, the practices they encourage and ...
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Summit speakers break down new era of developing software
Top thought leaders discuss their strategies to choose the right software development process and to best utilize AI and ML in ...


	

Applying Kanban principles to software development
Kanban was conceptualized in manufacturing and later adopted by software development teams, alongside other methodologies, such ...


	

Researchers warn devs of vulnerabilities in ChatGPT plugins
OpenAI and two third-party providers fixed vulnerabilities in the experimental ChatGPT plugins framework, but Salt Security ...









Cloud Computing

	

Top public cloud providers of 2024: A brief comparison
How do AWS, Microsoft and Google stack up against each other when it comes to regions, zones, interfaces, costs and SLAs? We ...


	

How to monitor and deallocate Azure VMs to save money
Enterprises can save costs by deallocating Azure VMs during inactive periods. Teams can use log files and automation to monitor ...


	

Top 6 soft skills in IT that cloud teams need
Soft skills play a bigger part in successful cloud deployments than you might think. Technical skills are obviously essential in ...









Security

	

Risk & Repeat: Microsoft's Midnight Blizzard mess
This podcast episode discusses the latest disclosure from Microsoft regarding Midnight Blizzard, which accessed internal systems,...


	

How to manage third-party risk in the cloud
Third parties, including CSPs, remain a weak point in the supply chain. Adding CSPs into your organization's third-party risk ...


	

EDR vs. antivirus: What's the difference?
Endpoint detection and response and antivirus tools both protect enterprise networks, and both have distinct advantages. Which is...
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AWS Control Tower aims to simplify multi-account management
Many organizations struggle to manage their vast collection of AWS accounts, but Control Tower can help. The service automates ...


	

Break down the Amazon EKS pricing model
There are several important variables within the Amazon EKS pricing model. Dig into the numbers to ensure you deploy the service ...


	

Compare EKS vs. self-managed Kubernetes on AWS
AWS users face a choice when deploying Kubernetes: run it themselves on EC2 or let Amazon do the heavy lifting with EKS. See ...
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